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CHAPTES I

INTRODUCTION

I. FUHP03B AND NEED

This study was initiated in an attempt to clarify the

duties and responsibilities of the Kansas County Agricul-

tural Agent through the process of role analysis.

This study was a part of a larger ctudy being con-

ducted by the Kansas Agricultural £;xtension Service to

assist with writing ;job descriptions for Kansas Agricultural

Extension Service personnel. The overall study attempted to

define the do^s of Extension Administrators, Supervisors,

Specialists, and County Extension Agents.

The specific purpose of this study was to clarify

the role of the County Agricultural Agent as perceived by

himself, the District Agricultural Agents, and a sample of

County Extension Council Executive Board members.

Trent stated: "In an organization it is important

that individuals have a clear understanding of their own

duties and responsibilities." He further noted: "They

should also have some understanding of the duties fiind

^Curtis Trent, "The Administrative Role of the State
4-H Club Leader in Selected States—A Study in Hole Percep-
tion. " Unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Cooperative Extension
Administration, University of Wisconsin, 1961, p. 6.
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2
responsibilities of others with whom they work."

The findings of this study will be useful in assisting

with writing ijob descriptions for Coxmty Agricultural Agents.

Also the Kansas Agricultural Extension Service spends a

large amount of time and money each year to orient and train

the newly employed County Agent. It seems logical that this

study will help furnish guide lines for this orientation and

training. The data on which the study was based was

obtained through a structured mail questionnaire submitted

to all County Agricultural Agents, District Agricultural

Agents, and selected members of County Executive Boards in

the State of lUnsas.

II. BACKGROUND

The foundation for the Agricultural Extension Service

was laid almost two hundred years ago. The first agricul-

ture society was organized in 1785* and was called the Phil-

adelphia Society.^ Nearly sixty yesirs later the New York

Society suggested that a practical and scientific farmer be

hired with the duties of giving lectures throughout the

^Ibid.

^Alfred Charles True, A History of Agriculture Exten-
sion Work ' - -. - — -«

IJnltel^ol

*Alfred Charles True, A History of Agriculture
rk in the United States 1785-192T"( Washington

;

States Printing Office, 1928;, p. 5.
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state. This could have very well been the first employed

County Agricultural Agent in the United States.

a?he enactment of the Smith-Lever Act of 191^ offi-

cially created the Cooperative Extension Service. The pur-

pose of the iioctension Service is defined by this law as:

"In order to aid in diffusing among the people of the United

States useful and practical information on subjects relat-

ing to agriculture • . . and encourage the application of

5
the same.*"^

To describe the transformation of the early day agent

to the present. Baker stated:

The county agent who began work as an itinerant teacher,
going on foot or horseback from one farm to another to
spread the gospel of good farming, has passed through a
number of important transitions. The automobile, modern
office equipment, the assistance of a secretary, a four
year college education, and the assistance of college
BUbiject-matter specialists modernized his work and made
him a teacher of scientific agriculture subject matter
as it applied to individual farmers' operations.

^

The Scope report noted that the Extension Sezrvice

joins with people in helping them to:

Identify their needs, problems, and opportunities.
Study their resources. Become familiar with specific
methods of overcoming problems. Analyze alternative
solutions to their problems where alternatives exist.

^Ibid. , p. 4.

^Smith-Lever Act of Congress, 191^.

Gladys Baker, The County Agent (Chicago: The Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1939), p.



Arrive at the most promising course of action in light
of their own desires, resoiirces and ahilities.?

The report fxxrther noted that the County Extension Agent,

"takes to farm people the results of research and practical

g
experience from all pertinent sources available."

III. THEOHETICAL OEIENTATION

The theoretical frame of reference for this study

was based on role theoiy.

Trent stated:

Many definitions of "role" are found in the literature;
however, most of them can be traced back to Linton's
work in the field of anthropology, Parsons' work in
sociology, and Newcomb's and Sarbin's work in social
psychology.

9

He further noted;

Most of the concepts of role that have been advanced
contain at least two basic ideas: (1) the location of

the individual within a social system or institution,
and (2) the behavior of the individual occupying a
position within a social system or institution.^^

Further elaboration of role theory and the influence

of certain research studies on the theoretical approach to

this stucJy will be found in the review of literature.

^A Statement of Scope and Responsibility (The Cooper-
ative i)xtension Service Today) U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, April, 1958, p. 4.

Ibid. ^Trent, op. cit .t p. 10.

l^Ibid.
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IV. DEFINITION OF CONCEPTS

1. County Agricultural Agents: All County Agricul-

tural Agents, Assistant County Agricultural

Agents, and Male Assistant Extension Agents

are referred to as County Agricultural Agents.

2. Role: A set of evaluative standards applied to

an incumbent of a particular position.

5. Role iixpectation: That whicli is expected of an

individual occupying a particular position with-

in an organization.

4. Consensus: Agreement.

5. District Agricultural Agent: The person respon-

sible for the supervision of all County Agri-

cultural Agents within an administrative dis-

trict in Kansas*

6. Agriculture Extension Council: A group of

elected people from each county charged with

the duties and responsibilities of planning and

administering the Extension program in their

county.

7. Executive Board: A group of nine people elected

from and by the Agricultural Extension Council

for the purpose of supervising the Extension

program in their county.
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8. Respondents: County Agricultural Agents, Dis-

trict Agricultural Agents and a sample of Agri-

cultural Extension Council Executive Board.

V. STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the order of importance of the func-

tions of the County Agricultural Agents in

Kansas as perceived by the (1) County Agricul-

tural Agents, (2) District Agricultural ilgents,

and (5) a sample of County Executive Board

Members.

2. To determine the degree of agreement or consensus

among County Agricultural Agents, District

Agricultural Agents, and a sample of County

E'xecutive Board Members as to the order of

importance of the functions of County Agricul-

tural Agents.

3. To determine if there was a difference in the

order of importance of functions of the County

Agricultural Agents as they are currently being

performed, and the order of importance respond-

ents feel they should be performed.

4. To determine if there were associations between

the ranking of County Agricultural Agents*

functions as they should be perfoimed andt
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(1) the formal educational level of the County

Agricultural Agents, and (2) whether or not the

County Agricultural Agent has completed induc-

tion training.

5. To determine if there were associations between

the ranking of County Agricultural Agents'

functions in the order Executive Board Members

feel they should be performed and: (1) sex,

(2) age, (3) education, (4) years served on

County Agricultural ioctension Council, and (5)

major source of family income.

VI. STATSMENT OF HTPOTHESES

1. There is no consensus amcng the County Agricul-

tural Agents, District Agricultural Agents, and

sample of County iiocecutive Board Members as to

the order of importance of County Agricultural

Agents' functions.

2. There is no difference in the order of importance

of functions of the Co\inty Agricultural Agents

as they are currently bein^ performed and the

order in which they should be performed as pei>

ceived by respondents.

3* There is no association between the ranking of

County Agricultural Agents' functions as they
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should 'be performed and: (1) the formal educa-

tional level of the County Agricultural Agent,

and (2) whether or not the County Agricultural

Agent has completed Induction Training.

4. There is no association between the ranking of

County Agricultural Agents' functions as they

should be performed and: (1) sex, (2) age,

(5) education, W years served on Coxinty Agri-

culture Extension Council, and (5) major source

of family income of Extension Council I^xecutive

Board Members*

VII. SCOPE AUD PHOOBDUHE

The research design

Sellti* et al. defines research as "the arrangement

of conditions for collection and analysis of data in a manner

that aims to combine relevances to the research purpose with

economy in procedure."

Th^ indicate that research design differs according

to each specific research puipose. They stated:

Each study, of course, has its own specific pxirpose, but
we may think of research purposes falling into a number
of broad groupings: (1) to gain familiarity with a
phenomenon or to achieve new insights into it, often in

Claire Selltiz, et al.. Research Methods in Social
Relations (New York: Henry Solt and Company, Inc., 1959 ) »

p. 50.



order to formulate a more precise resesirch problem or to
develop hypotheses; (2) to portray accurately the char-
acteristics of a particular individual situation, or
group (with or without specific initial hypotheses about
the nature of these characteristics); (3) to determine
the frequency with which it is associated with something
else (usually, but not always with a specific initial
hypothesis); W to test a hypothesis of a casual
relationship between variables. 12

This study was designed with a combination of two

categories from the above groups—exploratory and descrip-

tive, with a major emphasis on descriptive. Items (1), (2),

and (3) above were given major consideration.

Selltiz et al. sanctioned this method when they noted:

Any given research may have in its elements of two or
more of the functions we have described as characteriz-
ing different types of study. In any single study,
however, the primary emphasis is usually on only one of
these functions, and the study can be thought of as
falling into the category corresponding to its major
function. 13

Selltiz et al. noted that a considerable array of

research interests have been grouped under the heading of

descriptive studies. These were grouped together because,

from the view of research proced\ires, they share certain

14
important characteristics. Tbey further stated:

The investigator must be able to define clearly what it
is he wants to measure and must find adequate methods
for measuring it. In addition, he must be able to
specify who is to be included in the definition of a
'given community* or a 'given population'. In

12
Selltiz, et al. , 0£. cit . , p. 50.

^^Ibid. '^Ibid.
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collecting evidence of ttiis sort, what is needed is not

so much flexibility as a clear formulation of what and

who is to be measured, and techniques for valid and

reliable measurements. -^5

Source of the data

Data were collected from three different soxirces. All

data were collected from these three sources by a mail

questionnaire. The three sources are listed belows

1. County Agricultural Agents in Kansas,

2. District Agricultural Agents in Kansas,

J. Executive Board Members of County Agricultural

iirtension Councils, from twenty selected coun-

ties in Kansas. A stratified random sample of

Executive Board Members in Kansas was taken.

Development of the data collecting instrument

Young stated:

The questionnaire is designed to collect data from large,

diverse, and widely scattered groups of people. It is

used in gathering ob;jective, quantitative data as well
as in securing the development of information of a

qualitative nature. Sometimes it is the only research
tool utilized. 1^

The data gathering instrximent for this study was a

group developed, structured laail questionnaire developed by

^^Ibid. , p. 66.

^^Pauline V. Young, Scientific Social Surveys and
Research (linglewood Cliffs, K. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

1956), p. 308.
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a group of Kansas Agricultural Extension Service personnel

and graduate students in Jioctension education. The instru-

ment was used to collect information from all members of

the Kansas Agricultural Extension Service, and selected mem-

bers of County Agricultural Extension Council Jixecutive

Boards in Kansas. This study utilized only a part of the

data collected. The part of the questionnaire used for

this study was designed to reflect the degree of importance

the respondents believed should be placed on fourteen pro-

listed County Agricultural Agents' functions and the degree

of Importance they believed was presently placed on "these

functions. The respondents were asked to rate on a five

point scale the importance of each function in the two

categories from one to five, five being the most important

and a ranking of one indicating the least important. The

fifteen prelisted fiinctions were identified from research

conducted by Griffith, ' Wilkening, Biever,^ and others.

'Paul W, Griffith, "Formula Peed Operators' Percep-
tion of the Kansas Agricultural iixtension Service" (unpub-
lished Ph. D. thesis, Cooperative i)xtension Administration,
University of y/isconsin, 1961).

i^iugene A. Wilkenins» "The County iioctension Agent in
Wisconsin", University of Wisconsin liesearch Bulletin 205,
1957.

19
^Lawrence J. Biever, "Roles of the County Extension

Agents as Perceived by County Agriculture Committee Members
in Wisconsin" (unpublished Ph. D. thesis. University of
Wisconsin, 1957).
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Factors such as formal education, years of experience in

present ,job and age were variables included in the question-

naire. A copy of the questionnaire is included in the

Appendix of this thesis*

All County Agricultural Agents and District Agricul-

tural Agents in Kansas were surveyed. loung noted: "from

an ideal standpoint a complete count of all the relevant

20
cases would probably be considered preferable to a sample."

Twenty counties in the state of Kansas were selected by means

of a stratified random sample to secure the respondents

from the Executive Board Members, The sample was collected

in areas of the state according to Extension Districts.

Young noted: "If the composition of the universe is known,

it is possible to select a sample by taking subsamples

usually proportional to size of the significant elements of

21
the subdivision in the universe." Young further stated:

The main objective in stratification is to secure a
more reliable sample. ... If the various strata are
80 chosen that the variable under consideration is
relatively homogeneous within the strata and hetero-
geneous between strata, variance will be reduced. '^'^

The questionnaire was pretested with a small number

of County Agricultural Extension Agents, District Agricul-

tural Agents, and other state staff members.

nroung, 0£. cit. , p. 302.

^^Ibi4. ^^Ibid . . p. 508.
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The number and positions of respondents are shown

in Table I.

TABLE I

NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS, BY POoITIOH

Position
Potential £VOOj^WUU.J.U^

Respondents Actual iercent

117 109 93.16

5 5 100.00

180 120 66.66

502 234 77.48

County Agricultural Agents

District Agricultural Agents

iixecutive Board llembers

Total

Collectinp; and Assembling the data

The data from the three groups of respondents were

collected by a structured mail questionnaire. The question-

naires were preceded and all data punched and verified on

IBM cards. The data were sorted by use of the equipment in

the Kansas itate University Statistical Laboratory.

The selection of respondents was based on recommenda-

tions proposed by Jacobson, Charters and Lieberman. They

stated: "the definition of role in terms of shared expecta-

tions must take account of the questions of whose expectations
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are relevant." * They further noted:

In hierarchical organizations at least three groups
should receive consideration. One is composed of per-
sons who occupy like positions. Another is composed
of persons who have a high degree of functional inter-
dependence with the position in question (superiors and
subordinates). A third is composed of persons who do
not have direct functionally interdependent relation-
ships with the position, but who nevertheless aire

related to it through a concern with the formulation
and implementation of the broader process of the organi-
sation (the superordinate persons in the organization
including those who are in a position to initiate or
apply sanctions in the event that an individual's be-
havior deviates from that required by the purposes of
the organization). 24

Selltlz et al. point out the importance of selecting

respondents occupying different positions when they noted:

Selection of individuals who represent different posi-
tions in the social structure helps to produce a
rounded view of the situation they are reflecting. In
almost all social groups, one finds variations in
social status and specialization of social roles or
functions. Individuals occupying these different
positions are likely to see any diversity is productive
of insights. 25

Presentation and Analysis of the data

Selltlz et al. stated that in giving an adequate

description of a loass of data, we usually wish to do one or

another, of several, of the following things

t

25
"^Eugene Jacobson, W. V. Charters, Jr., and Seymour

Lieberman, "The Use of the Role Concept in the Study of
Complex Organizations," Journal of Social Issues, VII,
Mo. 3 (1951). p. 20.

^^Ibid . ^^Selltiz, ©£. cit. , pp. 63-64.

^^Ibid., pp. 410-411.
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1. To oharacterize what is typical.

2. To Indicate how widely Individuals In the group

vary.

3* To show other aspects of how the Individuals are

distributed with respect to the variables

being measured.

4. To show the relation of the different variables

In the data to one another.

5* To describe the difference between two or more

groups of Individuals.

The statistical analysis of this study was conducted

using the following procedures: (1) mean weighted scores,

(2) rank difference coefficients of correlation, and (3)

coefficient of concordance.

Limitations of the 3tudy

There will be no attempt to generalize the findings

of this study beyond the Kansas Agricultural Extension

Service.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW 0? LITERATURE

I. DtJTIB3 AND RESPONSIBILITIES OP AGENTS

The purpose of this study was to clarify the duties

and respoasibilities of the County Agricultural Agent in

Kansas. In order to define these duties and responsibilities

it was necessary to find out from the agents and the people

to whom they are responsible « what they saw as the role of

the Agricultural Agent. The District Supervisors, County

Extension Council Executive Board Members, and the agents

thexaselves were selected as the role definers.

To see what others had accomplished in the area of

definiixg the role of the Extension Agent, a review was made

of the available literature.

Kansas Agricultural Extension Service

The handboolc for Kansas County Agriculture Extension

Councils states: "the County Agriculture Agent has been

designed as the director of the county extension service by

the director of the Kansas Extension Service." The hand-

book further notes that the duties and responsibilities of

Kansas Extension Service "Handbook for Comity Exten-
sion Councils 1965" (Manhattan: Extension Service Kansas
State University), p. 24.
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the County Agriculture Agent include:

The development of all extension activities as outlined
and app2?oved by the county agriculture eactension coun-
cil. He is responsihle for the coordination o£ the work
of all agents in his county with the home economics
agent and the 4-H club agent taking the lead in their
phases of the county program. More specifically, the
County Agriculture Agent is responsible for office
management and reports* recommends employment of office
personnel and directs their activities, arrangement of
office space, purchase of supplies and equipment as
approved by the executive board, proper expenditure of
funds, and he presents the financial needs of the county
program at the budget making time. The County Agricul-
ture Agent is responsible for the development of a well-
balanced unified program for the county and coordinates
the work of all agents in the execution of the program.
He also reports to the director of ]i;xtension those
specitif problems which may arise in the county.

2

The employment agreement made between the County

Agricultural Agents of Kansas and the Executive Boards of

the County Agriculture Extension Council states that the

agent will "use his time for the purpose of giving instruc-

tion in agriculture ... to the people of said coiinty

3
through practical demonstration and otherwise."^

Harold E. Jones, Director of the Kansas i^lxtension

Service defined the duties of the County Agricultural Agent

as being broadly responsible for the development of all

extension activities as outlined and approved by the County

Agriculture Extension Council and set forth in the annual

^Form 1959 K. S. U. 1-2 (Rev) lOM-5-59 Agreement,
Manhattan: Kansas State University, 1959*
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plan of work. Jones further charged the Coiinty Agricultural

Agent with the responsibilities of: (1) office management

and reports, (2) finances and budgets, (5) program planning

and execution, (4) administrative communication with State

4
Office, and (3) administrative leadership.

Kelsey and Heame listed the following items as some

of the duties and responsibilities of the County Agricul-

ture Agent*

1. Represents the State Land-Grant Institution and the
U. 3. d, A. in the county in csirrying on an educa-
tional program to improve rural life.

2* Studies the county, its people, and its agricultiire
and rural life to ascertain its problems and
possibilities.

5. Develops or aids in maintaining the necessary
organization of rural people to help determine and
carry out the county extension program.

4. Develops rural leadership.

5

Literature Related to the Study

There have been mai3y studies designed to determine

what various groups and individuals perceive as the duties

of Cooperative iilxtension Personnel. A few of these are

reviewed in this study.

Biever conducted a study to determine how the County

Harold E. Jones, Organization Plan and Duties for
Kansas i:;Xtension Service, Extension Service, Kansas State
University, Revised, January, I960, p. 17» (Mimeographed.)

5
"^Lincoln D. Kelsey and Cannon G. Heame, Cooperative

Extension Work (Ithaca, New York: Comstock Publishing
Associates, 1933) t P« 76.
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Agriculture Committee members in Wisconsin perceived the role

of the County Extension Agent. In a structured question-

naire the committee members ranked the duties of the jjixten-

sion Agent in order of importance as: "(1) providing infor-

mation directly, (2) program planning, and (3) coordinating

University and U. S. 3. A. program." In determining how

closely the agents and the committee members agreed on the

duties of the agent they were each asked to rank from one to

nine in order of importance nine prelisted Extension jobs.

"The Agriculture Agents and the Agriculture Committee mem-

bers agreed on only one activity out of nine."' Biever

noted that "some of the people sec the agents as teachers

while others think of the agents as advisors or organizers."

Biever further stated that "the success of an iixtension pro-

gram in a county or the success of an agent in a county may

be dependent upon the kind of role the agent or agents

••9assume*"'^

Wilkening designed a study to describe among other

things the role of the County Extension Agent in Wisconsin

as perceived by himself. lie noted that "agriculture agents

Lawrence J. Biever, "Roles of the County Extension
Agents as Perceived by County Agriculture Committee Members
in Wisconsin" (unpublished Ph. D. thesis, University of
Wisconsin, 1957) » P» 16.

^Ibid . . p. 112. ®Ibid. , p. 16.

^Ibid. . p. 2.
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tend to view themselves as generalists, " and that "over

half of the agricultural agents feel they should have a

general interest in all areas of suhject matter affecting

farm people." He stated fiirther:

The county extension agent is influenced strongly in
what he does by local interest, although these interests
are not necessarily compatible with his ideal defini-
tion of his role, ^hile most feel that teaching the
underlying principles of farming and homemaking and
consulting in the analysis and management of the farm
and home enterprise should receive most emphasis, they
feel that farm people want information on specific
farm and home practices and assistance with community p
services such as health, recreation, safety, art, etc.-'-*^

On the basis of time spent, the agricultural agents in

Wisconsin ranked the following types of activities highest

out of a total of nine, "providing information directly,

15
training local leaders, and program planning."

Lawson's study in California was designed to deter-

mine how commercial cotton farm operators perceived the

California iiJxtension iaervice. The respondents selected by

a stratified random sample were asked to make unstructured

statements of what they considered Extensions' Job to be.

The results indicated the following ^jobs in order of import-

ance: (1) provide farmers with specific answers to problems

i;ugene A. Wilkening, "The County iiactension Agent in
Wisconsin," University of Wisconsin Research Bulletin 203,
September, 1957, p. ^.

^^Ibid .
^^Ibid .

^^Ibid.
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as they arise, (2) interpret and bring results of research

to farmers, (5) help farmers operate their farm more profit-

ably and/or efficiently, and (4) serve as a source of

14
authoritative information.

In a similar study, Amburgey attempted to determine

the perception the commercial fertilizer distributors in

iirizona held of the iixizona Extension dcrvice. Based on

wei^ted scores, respondents ranked the following five jobs

as the top five out of thirteen extension program activities.

1. Providing information directly to the farmer.

2. Representing and coordinating University and

U3DA programs in the county.

3* Providing information and training assistance to

agricultural industry groups.

4. Program planning.

^. Advising sind consulting with farm groups on

15
their program development. ^

A study by Griffith was designed to determine the

perception the Foimula Feed Dealers, mixers, and manufac-

turers who operate in Kansas have of the Kansas liixtension

14
./inferd M. Lawson, "Commercial Cotton Farm Opera-

tors' Perception of the California Agricultural liXtension
Service" (unpublished Ph. D. thesis. University of Wiscon-
sin, Madison, 1959).

^L. R. Amburgey, "Review of Extension Research,
1962," U. 3. Department of Agriculture, Federal jbixtension
Service, October, 1962, pp. 4-6.
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Service. Griffith noted tbat tbis "group was selected

because they are the major suppliers of farmers and ranchers

not only for feed hut also of seed, fertilizer, petroleum

products, and agriculture chemicals. He personally inter-

viewed one hundred and sixty formula feed operators in

Kansas. In answer to an open end question "approximately

one-half of the formula feed operators expressed an opinion

that Extension's purpose was: "to provide farmers with

17
specific answers to problems as they arise." ' ^«/hen the

same formula feed operators were asked to rank four func-

tions of Extension, "the feed operators chose the function

of providing information on specific farm and home problems

as the most important." When they were asked to rank the

relative importance of the major activities of the agents

they answered "providing information directly to the

farmer. ""''^ Griffith stated that "formula feed operators

believe that the Kansas Agriculture jixtension Service should

20
help farmers solve their immediate problems." Griffith

further noted that "formula feed operators in general,

^aul W. Griffith, "Formula Feed Operators' Percep-
tion of the Kansas Agricultural Extension Service," (unpub-
lished Ph. D. thesis, Cooperative ii-xtension Administration,
University of Wisconsin, nadison, 1961) » P» 157«

^"^
Ibid . , p. 159. ^^Ibid . , p. 160.

^^Ibid., p. 161. ^Ibid., p. 168.
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consider the Kansas Agriculture Extension Service to be a

Taluable source of information and help to the farmers in

Kansas."

In a study by T. 0. Blalock a different g^^oup of

people were selected to express their views on the Agricul-

ture Extension Service. One hundred and forty-five members

of the state legislature of the state of Horth Carolina

were contacted by personal interview to determine their

views of the North Carolina Agriculture Extension Service.

The opinion of the legislators "indicated they saw Exten-

sion in its historical and traditional setting—that of an

agency concerned primarily with rural problems relating

22
directly to farming and homemaking.

"

Blalock states that "Just under fifty per cent were

opposed to local Extension staffs assisting in activitiea

designed to recruit industry as a means of increasing off-

25
farm employment opportunities."

When the legislators were asked to rank the nine

areas of the Scope Report in order of importance aiarketing

was number one. In contrast the Agents were asked to

^^Ibid . . p. 172.

T. C. Blalock, Journal of Cooperative Extension ,

(Extension Journal, Inc., University of Wisconsin, Vol. II,
Number 2, Summer, 1964), p. 77«

^'ibid.
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report their time spent in these areas. The activity of

marketing was ranked seventh by the agents as to the amoxint

24
of time spent on activities.

II. THEOHETIOAL ORIENTATION

Role Theory

In an attempt to clarify the Job of the Kansas County

Agricultural Agents a role theory approach was used.

Jacobson, Charters, and Lieberman have stated:

The search for insight into the functioning of complex
organizations has led to the development of a variety
of systematic frameworks within which organizations
loay be described and measured. One of the approaches
used stems from the common observation that people in
organizations tend to have relatively uniform expecta-
tions about the behavior of persons in various posi-
tions and that the behavior of persons is interpreted
in terms of such expectations. These observations sug-
gest the usefulness of some of the concepts developed
in connection with role theory. 25

Hole Concept

Linton defines role asi

A role represents the dynamic aspect of a status. The
individual is socially assigned to a statue and occupies
it with relation to other statuses. When he puts the
rights and duties which constitute the status into
effect he is performing a role. Hole and status ar«

^Ibid .

''^r^ugene Jacobson, W. w. Charters, Jr., and Seymour
Lieberman, "The Use of the Hole Concept in the Study of
Complex Organizations," Journal of Social Issues, VII,
No. 3 (1951) 1 p. 18.
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quite inseparable and the distinction between them is of
only academic interest. There are no roles without
statuses and no statuses without roles. 26

Linton further notes that:

Every individual has a series of roles deriving from
the various patterns in which he participated and at
the same time, a role, general, which represents the
sum total of these roles and determines what he does
for his society and what he can expect from it. 27

S&rbin notes that:

Roles are defined in terms of the action performed by
the person to validate his occupancy of the position.
In sum, all societies are organized around positions
and persons who occupy these positions perform special-
ized actions or roles. These roles are linked with
the position and not with the person who is temporarily
occupying the position. 28

Trent used the term role to refer to what an indi-

vidual does as an occupant of a position within an organi-

sation. " Jacobson, Charters, and Lieberman defined role

as "a set of expectations which others share of the behavior

an individual will exhibit as an occupant of a position, or

^^Ralph Linton, The Study of Man (New York:
Appleton-Oentuiy, 1956), p. 114.

^^Ibid .

28
Gardner Lindzey, Handbook of Social Psychology

(Cambridge: Addison-v/esley Publishing Company, Inc. ,1954),
p. 224.

^Curtis Trent, "The Administrative Hole of the
State 4-H Club Leader in Selected States—A Study in Role
Perception" (unpublished Ph. D. thesis. Cooperative Exten-
sion Administration, University of Wisconsin, Madison,
1961), p. 51.
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status category. "^ Webster defined role as "a character

assigned or assumed."^ Trent states: "most of the con-

cepts of role that have been advanced contain at least two

basic ideas: (1) the location of the individual within a

social system or institution, and (2) the behavior of the

individual occupying a position within a social system or

institution. "^^

Wilkening says: "the concept role is also used in

a social psychological sense to refer to the expectations

55
of persons occupying a position. ""^'^

Role Consensu!

WilkeniJig in his study of the County Extension Agent

in Wisconsin noted that:

Role consensus refers to the amount of agreement in the
role definition of the county extension agent. One
aspect of role consensus is the agreement among the
agents of one type, i. e., agriculture agents; while
another is the amount of agreement among agents of
different types, i. e., agricultural, home economics
and 4~H; and finally, another refers to the agreement
in role definition between agents of one type and
persons in other positions, such as county agricultural
committeemen or state extension personnel. 3^

* Jacobson, et al. , 0£. cit . , p. 19«

^Webster, Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary « Spring-
field, Massachusetisl ST and G. Merriam Company ,"1963

,

p. 7^5.

52
-^ Trent, 0£. cit., p. 10.

55 54-
^^Wilkening, 0£. cit .. p. 2. "^Ibid . . p. 3»
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Jacobson, Charters, and Lleberman have this to say

about role consensus:

The system of shared expectations in a formal organi-
zation can be looked upon as the basis for the behavior
of individuals in the organization and for their inter-
pretations of the behavior of others. This, the degree
of integration existing within an organization at any
time stems in part from the degree of consensus or
sharing of expectations about the behavior of people
who occupy various positions. 3^

Trent noted two ma;jor categories related to role

consensus

:

1* The degree of agreement as to the perceived ideal
and actual role.

2. The extent of disagreement or variability among the
position groups as to the perceived ideal and
actual role. 5©

Role Deflners

In this study the County Agricultural Agents, the

District Supervisors, and the Gountj Agricultural j^xtension

Council Executive Board Members were selected as the role

definers. Jacobson, Charters, and Lieberman point out that:

In hierarchical organizations, at least three such
groups should receive consideration. One is composed
of persons who occupy like positions, ^"oiother is
composed of persons who have a high degree of functional
interdependence with the position in question. A
third is composed of persons who do not have direct
functional interdependent relationships with the
position, but who nevertheless are related to it through
a concern with the formulation and implementation of

^''jacobson, et al . , o^. cit . , p. 20.

^ Trent, 0£. cit.
, p. 36.
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57
the broader purpose of the organization.^'

Studies Related to Role

Gross, Hason, and HcEaohern used role theory in

determining how one hundred and five New England school

superintendents and their school boards perceived the

superintendents' role. There have been many other studies

conducted based on the use of the role theory. Trent^-^

employed role theory in defining the administrative role of

40
the state 4-H club leader. Griffith, in his study of

formula feed operators perception of the Kansas Agricul-

41
tural Jd^ctension Service made use of role theory. Norby

conducted a study using role perception to define the

extension supervisors' (job.

57
'^'Jacobson, et al. , loc . cit.

58
Neal Gross, v/ard 3. Mason, Alexander W. HcEachern,

>loration in Role Analysis (New York; John VJiley and
ana Sons, Inc . , 19587^

^^Trent, 0£. cit. ^Griffith, 0£. cit .

41
Oscar ^. Norby, "Hole xiaqpectations and Performance

of State Agents in the Ilissouri Cooperative Extension
Service" (unpublished Master's thesis, Gooperative jSxten-
sion Administration, University of V/isconsin, Madison,
1959).



CHAPTER III

THE DUTIES AND HESPOHSIBILITIES OF KAHSAS

OOUHTY AGHICULTUEAL AGiiNTS A3 PilHGEIVED

BY HESPOHDENTS

I. UJTHODUOTION

The data for Chapter III were derlyed from a struc-

tured questionnaire submitted to the three groups of

respondents listed helow:

1. Kansas County Agricultural Agents

2. District Agricultural Agents

3* A stratified random sample of Kansas Agricul-

tural Extension Council Executive Board Memhers.

A laean weighted score was computed for each function from

the three groups of respondents. The function with the

highest mean weighted score was given a rank of one the

next highest was given the rank of two and so on throughout

the fourteen functions. When ties were observed in the

rankings the bracket-rank method was used. "In the

bracket-rank method the items with the same value are

assigned the same rank, and the next item after the ties is

given the rank it would have had in case there had been no
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ties."^

The coefficient of rank correlation was determined by

using the Spearman rank correlation coefficient (r^) or rho

to illustrate the agreement between two groups of functions

or respondents. The formula is:

6^ di^
X ' 1 T
• N^ - N

The coefficient of concordance (W) was used to show

the agreement among more than two groups of respondents.

The formula for the coefficient of concordance is:

8

1/12 k^ (N^ - U)

Each analysis begins with an ob;]ective. liypotheses

were accepted or rejected through the use of descriptive

statistical techniques. The author accepted the null

hypothesis when the association was below .500*

II. ANALISIS AND IHTMPRETATION OF DATA

Ob.jective 1

To determine the rank order importance of the func-

tions of the Coixnty Agricultural Agents in Kansas as per-

ceived by the (1) County Agricultural Agents, (2) District

Pauline 7. Young, ocientific oocial Surveys and
Research (Knglewood Cliffs, W. J.: Prentice-Hall, 'inc.,
1956;, p. 294.
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Agricultural Agents, and (5) a sample of County Executire

Board iiembers.

Table II shows the rank order importance of the four-

teen functions as perceived by the respondents. The fxinc-

tions are ranked both by how the respondents perceive they

should be performed and how they are currently being per-

formed by County Agricultural Agents.

All three groups of respondents raniked the same four

functions among the first five in order of importance for

both categories. The four functions are as follows:

1. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

2. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-

ing methods.

3. Providing specific information on agriculture,

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

4-. Performing administrative functions, including

budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office

management, etc.

Developing and maintaining good public relations

was ranked number one by the County Agricultural Agents and

the District Agricultural Agents in both categories. The

board members ranked the function keeping up to date in

subject matter and teaching methods number one as should be

performed and number five as currently being performed.
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Ob.iectJYe 2

To determine the degree of agreement or consensus

among County Agricultural Agents, District Agricultural

Agents, and a sample of County Ibcecutlve Board Members as

to the order of importance of the functions of County Agri-

cultural Agents.

Table II shows the ranking of the fourteen functions

as perceived by the three groups of respondents for both

categories.

The agreement between groups of respondents as they

perceived how the functions should be performed, determined

by coefficient of rank correlation, is listed below:

County Agrl. Agents-District Agri. Agents r » .716;

County Agri. Agents-sample of Board Members r » .884;

District Agri. Agents-sample of Board

Members r - .598.

The agreement among the three groups of respondents

as determined by coefficient of concordance was W » .841.

Among the first five functions listed by the three

groups of respondents, four functions were included by all

groups of respondents. The four functions are listed below.

1. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

2. Keeping up to date in subject matter and

teaching methods.

3. Providing specific information on agriculture.
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and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

4-* Performing administrative functions, including

budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office

management, etc*

The greatest amount of disagreement between the Agri-

cultural Agents and the District Agents was on the fxinction:

"Reporting program progress and accomplishments". The Agri-

cultural Agents ranked this function number twelve and the

District Agents ranked it number three. The greatest amount

of disagreement between the Agricultural Agents and a sample

of the board members was on the function "Training leaders".

The Agents ranked the function number five, while the Board

Members ranked it number nine*

The District Agents disagreed with the sample of

the Board I^lembers most on the function "Reporting program

progress and accomplishments". The District Agents ranked

this function number three and the Board Members ranked it

number twelve.

The agreement among the three groups of respondents

was high for the category of how they perceived the func-

tions currently being performed. The amount of agreement

as determined by coefficient of rank correlation is listed

below:

County Agri. Agents-District Agri. Agents r - .763;
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County Agri. Agents-sample of Board Members r » .800;

District Agri. Agents-sample of Boaznl

Members r » .609*

The amount of agreement among the three groups of

respondents as determined by the coefficient of concordance

was y » .889.

Generally, there was more agreement between the

County Agricultural Agents and the Board Members as to how

the functions are currently being performed than between any

other two groups of respondents.

The same four functions listed In the category of

how the fiinctions should be performed were ranked by the

three groups of respondents in their first five rankings.

The Agricultural Agents and the District Agents

disagreed most on the function: "Evaluating the quality

and quantity of the county staff performance". The Agri-

cultural Agents ranked it number twelve and the District

Agents placed it seventh. The area of greatest difference

between the Agricultural Agents and Board Members was on

the function: "Training leaders". This function was

ranked number six by the Board and number thirteen by the

Agents. The largest difference between the District Agents

and the Board Members was on the function: "Evaluating the

quality and quantity of the county staff performance". The

District Agents ranked this function number seven and the
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Board Members ranked it number fourteen.

Hypothesis number one stated below was rejected.

Hypothesis 1. There is no consensus among the County

Agricultural Agents , District Agricultural Agents, and a

sample of County ijxecutive Board Members as to the order of

importance of County Agricultural Agents' functions.

Objective ^

To determine if there is a difference in the order of

importance of functions of the County Agricultural Agents

as they are currently being performed, and the order of

importance respondents feel they should be performed.

Table II shows the rsink order importance of how the

respondents perceived the functions as currently being per-

formed and how they perceive they should be performed.

Agreement was high between the two categories as perceived

by the respondents. The rank correlation coefficient is

given below for the respondents in the two categories.

Agricultural Agents r « .869j

District Agricultural Agents r » .769;

Executive Board Members r > .818.

The four functions listed below were included by all

groups of respondents in both categories within their first

five rankings.

1. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

2. Keeping up to date in subject matter and
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teaching methods*

3* ProYldlng specific infoxrmation on agricultural,

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related sub;)ects to the people.

4. Performing administratiye functions, including

budgeting, reporting, coordination, office

management, etc*

The greatest difference for the Agricultural Agents

in the two categories was the function: "Reporting program

progress and accomplishments". This function was ranked

number twelve for should be performed and number seren for

currently being performed. The area of greatest difference

for the District Agents was the function: "Planning annual

and long-time programs". They ranked the function nximber

seven as should be performed and number one as currently

being performed*

Hypothesis number two listed below was rejected.

Hypothesis 2. There is no difference in the order

of importance of functions of the County Agricultural Agents

as they are currently being performed and the order in

which they should be performed as perceived by respondents.

Objective 4

To determine if there are associations between the

ranking of County Agricultural Agents' functions as they

should be performed and: (1) the formal educational level
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of the County Agricultural Agents and (2) whether or not

the County Agricultural Agents have completed Induction

training.

Of the one hundred and nine County Agricultural

Agents responding, eighty-four held B. S. degrees and twenty-

five held r^. 3. degrees.

Table III shows the rank order of the functions as

perceived by both groups of respondents.

The agreement between the two groups of agents was

very high. The i^ank order correlation coefficient was

.963* There was perfect agreement between the two groups

on eight of the fourteen functions and a rank difference of

only one rank on four other functions. The greatest differ-

ence between the two groups of respondents was on the func-

tion: "Planning annual and long-time programs". The Agri-

cultural Agents with B. 3. degrees ranked the function

number seven and the Agents with M. 3. degrees ranked it

number four.

Part (2) of the objective, the association between

the ranking of the functions as perceived by Agents who had

completed induction training and those who had not, is

shown in Table IV.

Of the one hundred and seven County Agricultural

Agents responding, forty-two had completed induction train-

ing and sixty-five had not completed the five-week Kansas
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TABLE III

HANK ORDER OF AGRICULTURAL AGi-lIT FUNGTIONo AS THEY SHOULD BE
PERFORMED PiSRCEIVED BY AGENTS WITH B. S. AND M. 3. DEGREES

Functions

Respondents

B. S. M. S.
Degree Degree

Developing and maintaining good public relations. 1 1

Keeping up to date in subject matter and
teaching methoda* 2 3

Providing specific information on agriculture
and/or home economics and/or club work and
related suh^jects to the people. 3 2

Performing administrative functions including
budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office
management, etc.

Training leaders.

Relaying needs of the people to the University.

Planning annual and long-time programs.

Assisting in the development of the community
and its resources.

Coordinating University and USDA programs at
the county level.

Evaluating quality and quantity of county
staff performance.

Helping specialists evaluate projects that have
been carried out in specific subject matter
areas.

Reporting program progress and accomplishments.

Organizing and coordinating clubs, units, and/or
special interest groups.

Acting as secretary and/or performing services
for associations, fairs, shows, oan^s, etc.

4 6

5 5

6 6

7 4

8 8

9 9

10 11

11 10

I?. 12

13 15

14 14
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TART.F. lY

RAM. ORDER OF COUNTY AGHICULXURAL AGENT FUNCTIONS AS THEI
SHOULD BE Pl^iRFOHMED PiiSCiSIVED BI AGKNT3 WHO HAVE AND

THOSE WHO HAVE NOT COMPLETED INDUCTION TRAINING

Respondents

Functions
Comp.
I. T.

Not
Costp.
I. T.

Developing and maintaining good public relations. 1 1

Providing specific information on agriculture,
and/or home economics and/or club work and
related subjects to the people. 2 3

Keeping up to date in subject matter and
teaching methods. 3 2

Training leaders. 4 5

Performing administrative functions, including
budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office
management, etc. 5 4

Planning annual and long->time programs. 6 7

Relaying needs of the people to the University. 7 6

Assisting in the development of the community
and its resources. 8 8

Evaluating quality and quantity of the county
staff performance. 9 10

Coordinating University and USDA programs at the
county level. 10 9

Organizing and coordinating clubs, units « and/or
special interest groups. 11 13

Helping specialists evaluate projects that have
been carried out in specific subject matter
areas. 12 11

Reporting program progress and accomplishments. 13 12

Acting as secretary and/or performing services
for associations, fairs, shows, camps, etc. 14 14
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Extension Service Induction Training program. The agreement

between the two groups of respondents was very high with a

rank order correlation coefficient of .969. Among the four-

teen functions there was perfect agreement on three by the

respondents. On ten of the functions there was a differ-

ence of only one rank. The greatest difference observed

was on the function: "Organizing and coordinating clubs,

units and/or special interest groups". The Agents who had

completed induction training ranked this function number

eleven and the group who had not completed induction train-

ing ranked it number thirteen.

Hypothesis number three stated below was rejected.

Hypothesis ^. There is no association between the

ranking of County Agricultural Agents' functions as they

should be performed and: (1) the formal educational level

of the County Agricultural Agent and (2) whether or not the

County Agricultural Agent has completed induction training.

Ob.leotive ^

To determine if there are associations between the

ranking of County Agricultural Agents' functions in the

order Executive Board Members feel they should be performed

and: (1) sex, (2) age, (3) education, (4) years served on

County Agricultural i:<xtension Council, and (5) major source

of family income.

Data related to item (1) are presented in Table V.
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TiLBTiE V

HAM ORDER OF COUNTY AGHICULTUHAL AQM1 FUNCTIONS AS THET
SHOULD BE PERFOHI^IKD PBRCF.IVKO BY MAI.f-; AND FEMALE

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS

Functions
Respondents

Male Female

Providing specific information on agriculture
and/or home economics and/or club work and
related subjects to tbe people. 1 2

Developing and maintaining good public relations. 2 2

Planning annual and long-time programs. 5 4

Keeping up to date in subject matter and
teaching methods. 4 1

Performing administrative functions, including
budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office
manaigement, etc. 5 6

Relaying needs of the people to the University. 6 7

Assisting in the development of the community and
its resources. 7 8

Training leaders. 6 9

Organizing and coordinating clubs, units, auid/or
special interest groups. 9 15

Helping specialists evaluate pro^Jects that have
been carried out in specific sub^Ject matter
areas. 10 12

Coordinating University and USDA programs at the
cotmty level. 11 5

Reporting program progress and accomplishments. 12 10

Evaluating quality and quantity of county staff
performance. 15 11

Acting as secretary and/or performing services for
associations, fairs, shows, camps, etc. 14 14
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Of the one hundred and twenty Board Members who responded,

sixty-nine were male and fifty-one female. The rank differ-

ence coefficient of correlation between the two groups was

.825. This indicates that there was high agreement between

the male and female board members as to the rank order

importance of how County Agricultural Agents' functions

should be performed. There was perfect agreement between

the two groups on two fixnctions and a difference of only one

rank on six others. The greatest disagreement was on the

function: "Coordinating University and U3DA programs at

the County level." The male respondents ranked this function

number eleven and the female respondents ranked it number

five.

The first three functions listed by the male Board

riembers in order of importance were:

1. Providing specific information on agriculture

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

2. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

3. Planning annual and long-time programs.

The first three functions listed by the female

respondents in order of importance were:

1. K.eeping up to date in subject matter and

teaching methods.

2. Developing and maintaining good public relations.
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2' Providing specific information on agriculture

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people*

A tie was observed for the second and third ranking

by the female respondents.

In item (2) of the objective the respondents were

divided into two age groups, those being forty-five years

old and younger and those over forty-five years of age. Of

the one hundred and twenty respondents, sixty-six were in

the younger age group and fifty-four were in the older age

group.

Table VI shows the rank order importance of the four-

teen functions as perceived by both groups of respondents.

There was very high agreement between the two groups as

determined by a rank difference coefficient correlation of

.903.

The function "Providing specific information on

agriculture and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people", accovuated for the largest

disagreement between the two groups. The younger groups

ranked this function number one and the older group ranked

it number five.

The older group ranked the following three functions

in order of importance.

1* Keeping up to date in subject matter and teaching
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TABLij; YI

RANK OHDBH OF COUNTY AGRICULTUfiAL AG£NT FUNCTIONS A3 THE!
SHOULD Bii PEiiFOKKED PiilHCEIVED 3Y EXECUTIVE

BOARD MEMBEiiS BY AGE

Functions

Bespondents

45
and

older

Under
45

1 2

2 4

2 3

Keeping up to date in subject matter and
teacbing methods.

Planning aimual and long-time programs.

Developing and maintaining good public relations.

Perilorming administrative functions including
budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office
management, etc*

Providing specific information on agriculture
and /or hone economics and/or club work and
related subjects to the people.

Relaying needs of the people to the University.

Coordinating University and USDA programs at the
county level.

Training leaders.

Assisting in the development of the community
and its resources.

Organizing and coordinating clubs, units, and/or
special interest groups.

Helping specialists evaluate projects that have
been carried out in specific subject matter
areas.

Reporting program progress and accomplishments.

Evaluating quality and quantity of county staff
performance

.

Acting as secretary and/or performing services
for associations, fairs, shows, camps, etc.

5 1

6 5

6 8

8 9

9 7

10 12

11 11

1? 10

15 15

14 14
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methods.

2. Planning annual and long-time programs.

2. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

A tie was observed for the second and third ranking.

The younger group ranked the following three func-

tions in order of importance.

1. Providing specific information on SLgriculture

and/or home economics sind/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

2. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teaching

methods.

3. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

For part (5) of the objective the respondents were

divided into two groups by formal education. One group had

a formal education level consisting of high school educa-

tion and less. The second group's formal education con-

sisted of more than high school education including college

degrees*

Of the one hundred and twenty Board Hembers, sixty-

six were high school graduates or less and fifty-four had

some college work incliidiog degrees.

Table VII shows the rank order of the fourteen func-

tions as perceived by the two groups of respondents. The

agreement between the two groups was very high with a rank

difference coefficient correlation of .905.
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TABLE VII

EAHK OHDEE OP COUNTY AGRIGULI1JRAL AQiiiST FUNCTIONS AS THEX
SHOULD BE PERPOBMED PEHCEIVEB BT BOARD MEMBERS BY

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

Respondents

Functions H. 3.
Educ.
and
less

More
than
H. 3.
Educ.

Keeping up to date in sul>;ject matter and
teaching methods. 1 5

Providing specific information on agriculture
and/or home economics and/or club work and
related subjects to the people. 2 1

Developing and maintaining good public relations. 3 2

Planning annual and long-time progi*ams. 4 4

Performing administrative functions including
budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office
management, etc. 5 6

Training leaders. 6 10

Coordinating University and USDA programs at the
county level. 7 7

Relaying the needs of the people to the University . 8 5

Assisting in the development of the community
and its resources. 8 8

Helping specialists evaluate projects that have
been carried out in specific subject matter areas. 10 11

Reporting program progress and accomplishments. 11 12

Organizing and coordinating clubs, units, and/or
special interest groups. 12 9

Evaluating quality and quantity of county staff
performance. 13 15

Acting as secretary and/or performing services
for associations, fairs, shows, camps, etc. 14 14
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There was perfect agreement between the two groups on

five of the functions and a difference of only one rank on

fiye other functions. The greatest difference between the

two groups was on the function "Training leaders". The

groups with the least formal education ranked the function

number six and the group with the most forsial education

ranked it number ten.

The group with the lesser amount of formal education

listed the following three functions first in order of

importance

•

1. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-

ing methods.

2* Providing specific information on agrioultiire

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

5* Developing and maintaining good public relations.

The group with the greater amount of formal educa-

tion listed the following functions as the most important

in order of importance.

1* Providing specific information on agriculture

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related sub;jects to the people.

2* Developing and maintaining good public relations.

3* Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-

ing methods.
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In part (4) or the objective the respondents were

divided into two groups according to their tenure on the

Agriculture JL^ension Council. Those who had served three

or less years were placed in one group and those who had

served a longer period o£ time were placed in the other

group. Of the one hundred and twenty respondents} sixty-

six were in the group who had served the fewer number of

years and fifty-three in the group who had served the

greater number of years. Table VIII shows the rank order

of the functions as perceived by the two groups of respond-

ents. There was very high agreement between the two groups

as to the rank order importance of how County Agricultxiral

Agents* functions should be performed. The rank difference

coefficient correlation was .907* There was perfect agree-

ment on only two functions but a difference of only one

rank on seven other functions.

The three functions listed below were ranked in

order of importance by the group with more than three years

of service.

1. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-

ing methods.

2. Planning annual and long-time programs.

2, Providing specific information on agriculture

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.
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TABLE YIII

RAM. OHDBH OF AGHICULTURAL AQx^T FUNCTIONS AS THEY SHOULD BE
PERFORMED AS PERCEIVED BY BOARD MEMBERS ACCORDING TO

a?ENURE ON THE EXTENSION COUNCIL

Respondents

Functions
Served

More Less
than than

5 yrs. 3 yrs.

Keeping up to date in subject matter and
teaching methods. I 2

Planning annual and long-time programs. 2 5

Providing specific information on agriculture
and/or home economics and/or club work and
related subjects to the people. 2 5

Developing and maintaining good public relations. 4 1

Relaying needs of the people to the University. 5 6

Performing administrative functions including
budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office
management, etc. 6 3

Assisting in the development of the community
and its resources. 7 8

Training leaders. 8 9

Coordinating University and USDA programs at
the county level. 9 7

Helping specialists evaluate projects that have
been carried out in specific subject matter
areas. 10 12

Organizing and coordinating clubs, units, and/or
special interest groups. 11 10

Reporting program progress and accomplishments. 12 11

Evaluating quality and quantity of county staff
performance. 13 13

Acting as secretary and/or performing services
for associations, fairs, shows, camps, etc. 14 14
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A tie was obsexrved for second and third place.

The first three functions in order of importance

ranked "bj the respondents with three years or less service

are listed below*

1. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

2. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-

ing methods.

3* Providing specific information on agriculture

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

In part (3) of the objective the respondents were

divided into two groups to determine if there was agreement

between the groups on importance of the functions in regard

to the respondents* source of family income. The groups

were those whose family income came primarily from farming

and ranching and those whose income came from other sources.

Farming and ranching was the major source of family

income for one hundred and seven of the one hundred and

twenty respondents. Thirteen families had income from other

sources.

Table IX shows the rank order importance of the

County Agricultural Agents' functions as perceived by the

two groups of respondents. The agreement between the groups

was high with a rank difference coefficient correlation of

•795» This was the lowest agreement observed between any
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TABLE IX

HAM ORDEH OF AGfiICULa?UHAL AGENT FUNCTIONS A3 THEY SHOULD BE
PERFOHMED PERCEIVED BI BOARD FiEMBERS ACCORDING TO

MAJOR SOURCE OF FAMILY INCOME

Respondents

Functions Farm
and
ranch

Other

Keeping up to date in sub^Ject matter and teaching
methods. 1 1

Developing and maintaining good public relations. 2 4

Providing specific information on agricultural
and/or home economics and/or club work and
related subjects to the people. 2 5

Planning annual and long-time programs. 4 2

Performing administrative functions including
budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office
management, etc. 5 2

Relaying needs of the people to the University. 5 8

Coordinating University and U3DA programs at
the county level. 7 9

Assisting in the development of the community
and its resources. 8 9

Training leaders. 9 5

Helping specialists evaluate projjects that have
been carried out in specific subject matter
areas. 10 13

Reporting program progress and accomplishments. 11 11

Organizing and coordinating clubs, units, and/or
special interest groups. 12 7

Evaltiating quality and quantity of county staff
performance. 15 11

Acting as secretary and/or performing services
for associations, fairs, shows, camps, etc. 14 14
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two groupings of bosLrd members. The greatest difference

between the two groups was with the function "Organizing

and coordinating clubs, units, and/or special interest

groups". The groups with income from farming and ranching

ranked this function number twelve and the other group

ranked it number seven. There was perfect agreement on

only two fmictions.

The three most important functions, listed in order

of importance by the group with income from farming and

ranching, are listed below.

1. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-

ing methods.

2. Providing specific information on agriculture

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

2. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

A tie was observed for second and third ranking.

The group with income from other sources ranked the

following three functions in order of importance.

1. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-

ing methods.

2« Performing administrative functions including

budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office

management, etc.

2. Plazining annual and long-time programs.
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A tie was observed for second and third ranking.

Hypothesis number four stated below was rejected.

Hypotbesia ±» There is no association between the

ranking of Coxinty Agricultural Agents' functions as they

should be performed and: (1) sex, (2) age, (5) education,

(4) years served on County Agricultural Iiixtension Council,

and (5) major source of family income of Extension Council

Sixecutive Board Ilembers*

III . sumAjjr

There was slightly high to high agreement among the

three groups of respondents as to the rank order importance

of how the fourteen County Agricultural Agents' fxinctions

should be performed. The coefficient of rank correlation

between the different groups of respondents were as follows:

1. Position

a. Agri. Agents-District Agri. Agents r • .716

b. Agri. Agents-Sample of Executive

Boards ^ " •88^

c. Dist. Agri. Agents-3ample of

Executive Boards r » .598.

2. How functions are currently being performed

compared to how respondents perceive they should

be performed.

a. Agricultural Agents r • .869
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b. District Agricultural Agents r .769

c. Sample of ilxecutive Boards r .818.

3. County Agricultural Agents vrith 3. 3. degrees

compared to those with M. 3. degree s* and

whether or not the Agents had completed induc-

tion training.

a. B. 3. - M. 3. r « .965

b. OoiQ). Indue. Trg. - Noncoa^j. of

Indue. Trg. r - .969.

4. How various categories of Board Kembers perceive

the functions should be performed.

a. Male - Female r « .826

b. Education r » .905

c. Age r - .905

d. Tenure on j\gricultural Extension

Council r - .907

e. Major source of family income r » .793»

The coefficient of concordance (W) among the three

groups on how they perceived the functions should be per-

formed was .841. The coefficient of concordance (W) among

the three groups on how they perceived the functions are

currently heins performed by Coimty Agricultural Agents

was .869.

The County Agricultural Agents ranked the following

three functions as the most important functions that
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should be performed.

1. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

2. Keeping up to date in sub^Ject matter and teach-

ing methods.

}. Providing specific information on agriculture

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

The District Agricultural Agents ranked the follow-

ing functions as the most important functions that should

be performed.

1. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

1. Performing administrative functions including

budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office

management , etc

•

3. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-

ing methods.

3. Heporting program progress and accomplishments.

A tie was observed for both first and third place.

The sample of the Agricultural Extension Council

Executive Boards ranked the following three functions as

the most important functions that should be performed.

1. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-

ing methods.

2. Providing specific information on agriculture

and/or home economics and/or club work and
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related subjects to the people.

3* Developing and maintaining good public relations.



CHAPTER 17

SUMMAHT, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOKKENDATIONS

SUMMAHT

The purpose of this study was to clarify the role

of the Kansas Coxmty Asricultural Agent as perceived hy

himself, the District Agricultural Agent, and a sample of

the County Extension Council ii^xecutive Board Members.

The specific ohjjectiyes of the study were:

1. To determine the order of importance of the

functions of the County Agricultural Agents in

Kansas as perceived by the (1) County Agricul-

tural Agents, (2) District Agricultural Agents,

and (3) a sample of County Executive Board

Members.

2. To determine the degree of agreement or consen-

sus among County Agricultural Agents, District

Agricultural Agents, and a sample of County

Executive Board Members as to the order of

importance of the functions of County Agricul-

tural Agents.

3* To determine if there was a difference in the

order of importance of functions of the Coimty

Agricultural Agents as they are being currently

performed and the order of importance respondents
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feel they should be performed.

4. To determine if there were associations "between

the ranking of County Agricultural Agents* func-

tions as they should be performed and: (1) the

formal educational level of the County Agricul-

tural Agents and (2) whether or not the County

Agricultural Agents had completed induction

training.

^. To determine if there were associations between

the ranking of County Agricultural Agents' func-

tions in the order Executive Board Members feel

they should be performed and: (1) sex, (2) age,

(5) education, (4) years served on County Agri-

cultural Extension Council, and (^) major

source of family income.

The respondents in this study were the Kansas County

Agricultural Agents, District Agricultural Agents, and a

sample of Coxinty iSxtension Council Executive Board Members.

The data used in this study were collected by a

structured mail questionnaire submitted to all Kansas County

Agricultural Agents, District Agricultural Agents, and a

stratified random sample of County Extension Coimcil Execu-

tive Board Members. The questionnaire cozisisted of a face

page designed to secure information about the respondent.

The remaining part of the questionnaire was a list of four-

teen County Agricultural Agents' functions identified from
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research. The respondent was asked to indicate how impozv

tant he perceived the function to be by scoring it from one

to five—five being the most important and one the least

important. The data were preceded and punched on IBM cards.

The IBM machine in the Kansas State University Statistics

Department was used in the processing of the data.

, The data were presented in the fo^ai of tables and

were analyzed by means of rank order coefficient of corre-

lation and coefficient of concordance in order to accept

or reject the null hypotheses.

C0K0LU3I0N

Hypothesis 1: There is no consensus among the County Agri-

cultural Agents, District Agricultural Agents, and a sample

of County Executive Board Members as to the order of impor-

tance of County Agricultural Agents' functions.

The hypothesis was re;}ected because of the high

agreement among the three groups as determined by the

coefficient of concordance. The coefficient of concordance

was .889. The rho values between the various groups of

respondents as determined by the coefficient of rank order

correlation are listed below.

Co. Agri. Agents - Sample of Board Members .800

Co. Agri. Agents - Dist. Agri. Agents .763

Dist. Agri. Agents - Sample of Board Members .609*
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Hypothesis 2: There is no difference in the order of impor-

tance of functions of the County Agricultural Agents as

they are currently being performed and the order in which

they should he performed as perceived by the respondents.

The hypothesis was rejected because the coefficient

of rank correlation indicated high agreement between how

the County Agricultural Agents' functions are currently

being performed and how they should be performed as per-

ceived by the respondents. The coefficient of rank corre-

lation for each group of respondents is listed below.

Sample of Extension Council Executive Boards .818

County Agricultural Agents .869

District Agricultural Agents •769.

Hypothesis ^t There is no association between the ranking

of County Agricultural Agents' functions as they should be

performed and: (1) the formal educational level of the

County Agricultural Agent and (2) whether or not the County

Agricultural Agent has completed induction training.

Hypothesis number three was rejected because of the

high agreement between the two categories of agents as

determined by coefficient of rank correlation. In part (1)

of the hypothesis the agents were divided into two groups

those with B. S. degrees and those who hold H. S. degrees.

The coefficient of rank correlation between the two groups
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as to how they perceived the functions should "be performed

was .965. In part (2) the Agents were divided in two

groups, those who had completed induction training and those

who had not. The agreement between these two groups of

agents on how the functions should he performed determined

hy coefficient of rank correlation was .969.

Hypothesis 4: There is no association between the ranking

of County Agricultural Agents* functions as they should be

performed and: (1) sex, (2) age, (3) education, (4) years

served on County Agricultural Extension Council, and (5)

ma;ior source of family income of Sxtension Council l^ecu-

tive Board Members

.

Hypothesis number (4) was rejected because of the

high agreement as determined by coefficient of rank corre-

lation for the categories outlined in the hypothesis.

In part (1) the board was divided into two cate-

gories, male and female. The agreement between the two

groups was very high as indicated by a coefficient of rank

correlation of ,826.

In part (2) of the hypothesis the respondents were

divided by age groups, those being forty-five years old and

younger and those over forty-five years of age. The coeffi-

cient of rank order correlation for these two groups was

.903. This indicates a high agreement between the two
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groups as they perceived how the functions should be

performed.

The same respondents were divided into two groups by

level of formal education for the third part of the hypothe-

sis. One group had a formal educational level consisting

of high school and less. The second groups' formal educa-

tion consisted of more than high school including college

degrees* The agreement between these two groups as they

perceived how the functions should be performed was very

high as indicated by a coefficient of rank correlation of

.905.

In part (4) of the hypothesis the respondents were

divided into two groups according to tenure on the Agricul-

tural Extension Council. Those who had served three or less

years were placed in one group and those who had served a

longer period of time were placed in the other group. There

was high agreement between the two groups as they per-

ceived how the County Agricultural Agents* functions should

be performed. The coefficient of rank order correlation

was .907.

In part (5) of the hypothesis the respondents were

divided into two groups to determine the amount of agree-

ment on the ranking of functions in regard to the Board

Members' source of family income. The two groups were

those whose feoaily income came primarily from farming and
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ranching &.v(\ those whose family Income came from other

sources* The agreement between the two groups was high as

indicated by a coefficient of rank correlation of .795«

This was the least amount of agreement observed between any

groupings of the sample of the Executive Board Members*

The three most important functions of the County

Agricultural Agents as perceived by the various categories

of respondents are listed below.

County Agricultural Agents:

1. Developing and maintaining good public

relations*

2. Keeping up to date in sub^Ject matter and

teaching methods*

2* Providing specific information on agricultural

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

A tie was observed for second and third place.

District Agricultural Agents

t

1. Developing and maintaining good public

relations.

1. Performing administrative functions including

budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office

management, etc.

3* Keeping up to date in subject matter and

teaching methods*
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3* Reporting program progress and accomplishments.

A tie was observed for first and third place.

Sample of Executive Board Hembers:

1. Keeping up to date in subject matter and

teaching methods.

2. Providing specific information on agricultural

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

3' Developing and maintaining good public

relations.

The studj' showed that there was more agreement among

the respondents on how the functions of the County Agricul-

tural Agent should be performed than was anticipated.

Basically there was a high agreement among the respondents

as to the rank order of importance of the fourteen functions.

The variables, age, sex, education, tenure on the Extension

Council, source of family income, and completion of induc-

tion training seemed to have had little effect on how the

respondents perceived the functions should be performed.

The study showed that, generally, the respondenta

felt that the functions were currently being performed as

they should be performed. The greatest agreement between

how they were currently being performed and should be per-

formed was with the County Agents, this was indicated by a

rho value of •869« The greatest disagreement was with the
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District Agricultural Agents with a rho value of .769.

The respondents felt that County Agricultural Agents

should give major emphasis to the five listed below:

1. Developing and maintaining good public relations.

2* Keeping up to date in subject matter and

teaching methods.

3. Providing specific inforaiation on agriculture

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people.

4. Performing administrative functions including

budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office

management , etc.

^. Planning annual and long-time programs.

HECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the findings of this study the author

recommends the following concerning the duties and responsi-

bilities of the Kansas County Agricultural Agent:

1. That the findings of this study be made available

to all groups of respondents involved in the

study.

2. That the findings of this study be made available

to those responsible for teachin:^ "duties and

responsibilities of Agricultural Agents" in the

Induction Training program.
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3. 3?hat a joint training session be held for the

Goxinty Agents, District Agents, and Executive

Board Hembers to more thoroughly explain to them

the duties and responsibilities of the County

Agricultxiral Agent.

M-, That the County Agents be given training on how

to develop and maintain good public relations.

5. That training be continued in subject matter and

teaching methods.

6. That an effort be made by all groups of respond-

ents to bring about closer agreement between

people with incomes primarily from farming and

ranching and those with incomes from other

sources.

7. That a study be initiated to determine what

people outside of farming and ranching perceive

as the duties and responsibilities of the Kansas

County Agents.
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TO: Kansas Cooperative Extension Service Staff Members

RE: "The Role of Cooperative Extension Personnel In Kansas"

Dear Colleagues:

Attached to this letter Is an Opinion Survey designed to

give you the opportunity to express your feelings regarding
certain functions of Extension Personnel.

Please respond conscientiously to all Items on all pages .

No attempt will be made to identify individual respondents.

You should be able to complete the questionnaire in 20 to

30 minutes.

Please return the completed questionnaire to my office not
later than December 15, 1964.

Sincerely yours

,

Harold E. Jones
Director

HEJ:sf

Attachment

Kansas State University of Agriculture and Applied Science and United States Department of Agriculture Cooperatinc
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THE ROLE OF COOPERATIVE EXTENSION PERSONNEL IN KANSAS

Purpose of the Study

This study represents one step in the attempt to define more clearly

the various jobs of Cooperative Extension Personnel in Kansas. The results

of the study will be made available to committees working on Job descrip-

tions during 1965.

The study deals with certain identified functions of staff members.

The primary purpose Is to determine the degree of concensus among members

of the Extension staff and among members of county executive boards as to

the order of Importance of these functions, now and in the future .

The data will be analyzed by graduate students in Extension Educa-

tion at Kansas State University.

General Instructions

a. Please do not sign the questionnaire.
b. There are no "right" or "wrong" responses to the statements.

Your own feelings and opinions, based on your knowledge and

experience, as of now are Important.

c. Please disregard IBM numbers in the margins as they are to

be used for tabulation purposes only.

d. Please re-check the total questionnaire after you have completed
it to make sure you have responded to all items on all pages.



THE ROLE OF COOPERATIVE EXTENSION PERSONNEL IN KANSAS O^

QUESTIONNAIRE

I.B.M.

Col. No.

I.

2.

3.

4. Please check the category Into which your present position falls:

1. ^Administration (includes all people in Project 1 plus State Leaders,
Associate State Leaders, and Academic Department Heads)

2. District Agricultural Agent

3. District Home Economics Agent

A. Specialist (includes Associate and Assistant Editors, Section Leaders,
District Economists, P.M. Fleldmen, Area Agriculturalists, Area and District
Foresters, Area Engineers, Assistants to State Leaders, and 4-H Club Spec-
ialists)

5. ^Agricultural Agent (Includes County Agricultural Agents, Assistant County
Agricultural Agents and Male Assistant County Extension Agents)

6. Home Economics Agent (Includes County Home Economics Agents, Assistant
County Home Economics Agents, Female Assistant or Associate County Exten-
sion Agents)

_4-H Club Agent (includes County Club Agents and Assistant County
Club Agents)

5. Please indicate your Extension project number (county workers check Project 8):

1. Project 1 (Extension Administration) 5. ^Project 5 (Home Economics)

2. Project 2 (Information) 6. Project 6 (4-H)

3. Project 3 (Agricultural Production, 7. Project 7 (Community Public
Management and Natural Affairs)
Resources)

8. Project 8 (County Extension
*. Project 4 (Marketing) Operations)

6. Sex:

1. Male 2. Female



7. Age - as of December 1, 1964: nn

1. ^Under 25 years 4. 45 & under 53 years

2. 25 & under 35 years 5. 55 & under 65 years

3. 35 & under 45 years 6, 63 years & over

8. Number of years experience as a county Extension worker as of December 1, 1964:

1. ^None 5. 11 years but less than 16

2. Less than 1 year 6. 16 years but less than 21

3. 1 year but less than 6 7. ^21 years and over

4. 6 years but less than 11

9. Number of years experience in your present type of Extension work as of December 1, 1964:

1. Less than 1 year 4. 11 years but less than 16

2. 1 year but less than 6 5. 16 years but less than 21

3. 6 years but less than 11 6. 21 years and over

10. What is the highest degree you hold as of December 1, 1964?:

1. ^Bachelor

2. Master's

3. Doctor 's

11. Have you done graduate work beyond degree checked above?:

1. ^Yes 2. ^No

12. Have you completed the 5 week Kansas Extension Service Induction Training Program?:

1. ^Yes 2. No

13. (If a county worker) in which Extension District do you work?:

!• ^Central 4. ^Northwest

2. Northeast 5. Southwest

3. Southeast

14. (If a county worker) would you classify the economy of your county as rural or urban?:

1- Rural 2. Urban

15. Have you ever taken a college course in Extension Education?:

1- Yes 2. No



SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

On the following pages are lists of functions indentified

from the literature and research studies which are performed by

individuals in various Job categories of the Cooperative Extension
Service. Please evaluate the functions listed for each of the

Job categories included in this questionnaire. There are two sets

of rating scales for each function. On rating scale I, please
indicate the degree of emphasis you believe should be given to each

function by girding) the appropriate number.

On rating scale II , (gircl^ the number indicating the degree of

emphasis you feel ij currently given to each function.

If you feel important functions have been omitted , please add
and indicate the degree of emphasis.

Definitions ;

(J) Major Emphasis - A function which receives (or should receive)
a grei|t deal of attention and top priority of time.

\£) Important Emphasis - A function which is seldom (or seldom should
be) neglected, but might be postponed for top priority work.

(3} Intermediate Emphasis - A function which is done (or should be done)
but might be postponed for more urgent work.

(25 Minor Emphasis - A function which might be (or might ought to be
done)_Jbut only if a person finds time.

(IJ No Emphasis - A function on which no time is (or ought to be)
spent.

PLEASE RESPOND TO ALL ITEMS ON ALL PAGES



FUNCTIONS OF COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AGENTS

(Includes County Agricultural Agents, Assistant County Agricultural

Agents and male County Extension Agents.)
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17. Planning annual and long-time programs. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1

19. Performing administrative functions, including

budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office

management and etc. 5 4 3 2 5 A 3 2

21. Developing and maintaining good public relations. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

23. Coordinating University and U.S.D.A. programs at

the county level. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

1

25. Training leaders. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

27. Relaying needs of the people to the University. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

29. Providing specific information on agriculture,

and/or home economics and/or club work and

related subjects to the people. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

31. Acting as secretary and/or performing services
for associations, fairs, shows, camps, etc. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

33. Assisting in the development of the community
and its resources. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

35. Organizing and coordinating clubs, units, and/ or
special interest groups. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

37. Helping specialists evaluate projects that have
been carried out in specific sublect matter areas 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

39. Reporting program progress and accomplishments. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

41, Evaluating quality and quantity o£ county staff
performance. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

43. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-
ing methods. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2

45. Other (specify) 5 4 3 2 5 4 J. 2

18.

20.

22.

24.

26.

28.

30.

32.

34.

36.

38.

40.

42.

44.

46.
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TO: Certain County Agricultural Agents

RE: Questionnaires for County Executive Board Members

Dear Colleagues:

As a part of the process of developing job descriptions,

we would like to give county Extension councils an opportunity

to express themselves regarding the Job of county Extension

agents.

Your county was one of those selected to be included in

the sample.

Attached are 9 questionnaires. I would appreciate it

very much if you would have each member of the present County

Executive Board complete one of the questionnaires and see

that they are returned to my office by December 15.

Thank you for your cooperation in this study.

Sincerely yours,

Harold E. Jone»/Harold E. Jone
Director

Iv

Attachments

Kansas State University of Agriculture and Applied Science and United States Department of Agriculture Cooperating



^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K^ fiL^'.Ui>iJI' .v^i^b^^H^^^^^^^H^^^^^^Eh^B^^^V^H
^^^^^^^^^B FUNCTIONS OF COUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS ^^^ ^^^|
^^^^^^^^^K QUESTIONNAIRE ^H

I.B l^^^^B .^1
No.

^^1
1.
2."
3."

4.

Name of your .^^H

Which group do you represent on the County Agricultural Extension Council? ^^^|
(check one) ^^

1. Agriculture
1

^1
^m 2. Home Economics ^M
" 3. 4-H ^^1

»57 How many years have you served on the County Agrlcu
(check one)

Itural Extension Council? ^^^|

1 year 4 years ^^^^|

^B 2 years 5 y ears ^^^|

!^^ 3 years Over 5 years ^^^H

^ Age? (check one) J
1. Under 25 years 4. 45 and under 55 years ^^^^|

^m 2. 25 and under 35 years 5. 55 and under 65 years ^^^1

3. 35 and under 45 years 6. 65 years and over ^^H
B?. Sex? (check one) J

I. Male 2. ^Female ^^^H

8. Education completed (check one) Hk^B !• Less than high school 3. Some college work ^^H
^ 2. High school graduate 4. College graduate ^^^^|

9. Have you ever been a 4-H Club Member? (check one) ^1k 1. Yes 2. ^H
10. Marital Status? (check one) ^M

1. Single 2. Married ^^M



LI. Do you have children? (check one)

1. Yes

82

No

12. Are any of your children 4-H Club Members at the present time?

1. 2. No

1

I

13. Were any of your children 4-H Club Members In the past?

1. Yes 2. No

14. How often does the Extension Advisory Committee of which you are a member meet?

(Agriculture, Hone Economics, 4-H)

1

.

^Weekly

2. Monthly

3. Twice a month

4. Yearly

5. Twice a year

6. On call

15. Major source of family Income? (check one)

1. Farming or Ranching 2. ^Other

MikitMk
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17. Planning annual and long-time programs. 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2

~1

1

19. Performing administrative functions, including

budgeting, reporting, coordinating, office

management and etc. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

21. Developing and maintaining good public relations. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

23. Coordinating University and U.S.D.A. programs at

the county level. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

25. Training leaders. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

1

27. Relaying needs of the people to the University. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

29. Providing specific information on agriculture,
and/or home economics and/ or club work and
related subiects to the people. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

31. Acting as secretary and/or performing services
for associations, fairs, shows, camps, etc. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

33. Assisting in the development of the community
and its resources. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

35. Organizing and coordinating clubs, units, and/ or
special interest groups. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

37. Helping specialists evaluate projects that have
been carried out in specific subject matter areas 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

39. Reporting program progress and accomplishments. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

41. Evaluating quality and quantity of county staff
performance. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

43. Keeping up to date in subject matter and teach-
ing methods. 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 1

45. Other (specify) 5 4 3 2 5 4 3 2 a.

18.

20.

22.

24.

26.

28.

30.

32.

34.

36.

38.

40.

42.

44.

46.
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AN ABSTRACT OP A MASTER'S THESIS

submitted in partial fulfillment of the

requirements for the degree
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Manhattan, Kansas
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Purpose and Procedure

The purpose of this study was to clarify the duties

and responsibilities of the Kansas County Agricultural

Agents as perceived by themselves, the District Agricultural

Agents, and a sample of the Extension Co\mcil j^ecutive

Board members through the process of role analysis*

The data gathering instrument was a group developed,

structured questionnaire submitted to all Kansas County Agri-

cultural Agents, District Agricultural Agents, and a sastple

of Agricultural Extension Coixncil Executive Board members.

The instrument contained in addition to personal information

about the respondent, fourteen prelisted Agricultural Agents*

functions which they were asked to rate on a five point

scale the importance of each function. The method used in

the analysis were: mean weighted score, rank difference

coefficient of correlation, and coefficient of concordance.

Results

1. There was greater agreement among the respond-

ents as they perceived how the functions should

be performed than was anticipated.

2. Basically there was high agreement among the

County Agricultural Agents, District Agricul-

tural Agents, 8Lnd Executive Board members as

to the rank order importance of the County



2

Agents' functions.

3* Generally the respondents felt that the County

Agricultural Agents were currently performing

the functions as they should be performed.

4. None of the six variables tested in the study

showed marked relationship to the ranking of

functions of the County Agricultural Agent.

The vaxiables were: (1) age, (2) sex, (5)

education, (4) tenure, (5) source of income,

and (6) training.

5. Generally it can be concluded that the respondents

perceive that the first five functions per-

formed by the County Agricultural Agent should

be in the order listed below;

1. Develop and maintaining good public rela-

tions.

2* Keeping up to date in subject matter and

teaching methods.

}• Providing specific information on agricul-

tural and/or home economics and/or club

work and related subjects to the people.

4-. Performing administrative functions includ-

ing budgeting, reporting, coordinating,

office management, etc.

5. Planning annual and long-time programs.



Recommendations

1. That the results of this study be made available to

all groups of respondents involved in the study.

2. That the results be used by those responsible for

teaching the "duties and responsibilities of

County Agricultxiral Agents" in the induction

training program.

3. That training be provided for agents, District

Agents and County Executive Board members on

the duties and responsibilities of the County

Agricultural Agent.

4-. That inservice training for County Agricultural

Agents be concentrated in the areas of:

Public Relations, Agricultural Subject Matter,

Teaching Methods, Administration, and

Program Planning.


